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ABSTRACT

Cable-Driven Parallel Robots have several advantages over

both conventional serial and parallel robots, notably in terms

of scalable workspace. These robots could provide an alterna-

tive to mobile and gantry crane systems, increasing payload sta-

bility, allowing higher accelerations and reducing cost. How-

ever, in order to provide such capabilities, the base attach-

ment points must be located outside the workspace boundaries,

meaning that the cables form straight lines running through

the workspace to the mobile platform. Consequently, such sys-

tems can only feasibly operate in unencumbered locations, or

alternatively, be configured with a specific task in mind thus

severely limiting their functionality. One potential solution to

this problem is a composite mechanism that docks then deploy

a sub-mechanism. In this paper, a methodology is proposed to

obtain the Wrench-Feasible-Workspace of a composite Cable-

Driven Parallel Robot by determining its Available Wrench Set.

We define three operation modes of such system and show that

the Available Wrench Set in each operation mode depends on

the static equilibrium of the dual-platform and contact condi-

tions. The Available Wrench Set is constructed by the Hyper-

plane Shifting Method and is validated in simulation.

1 Introduction

Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) are a type of paral-
lel robot in which a set of cables connect a mobile platform

equipped with an end-effector to fixed attachment points on
the boundary of the workspace. Each cable is taut and allows
forces to be transmitted from fixed motorized winches to the
moving-platform. The absence of rigid links means the sys-
tem must be redundantly actuated to ensure the platform to
be fully controllable. However, this in turn means the system is
much lighter and easily reconfigurable enabling potential ap-
plications in high acceleration tasks [1], large outdoor applica-
tions [2], logistics [3] and physiotherapy [4].

In spite of the evident advantages of cable actuated sys-
tems, several challenges have limited their deployment in the
real-world applications. Foremost amongst these challenges,
is the issue of collision avoidance between the cables and the
environment and as a consequence limiting the robot’s feasi-
ble workspace [5]. While permitting cable collisions can lead
to a larger workspace, such incidents require on-line adjust-
ment of the robot model [6] and could lead to costly failures.
Therefore, much work has focused on detecting potential col-
lisions [7] requiring significant computational effort [8]. The
collision detection algorithms can then be used in classical
path planning methods, for example, discrete methods [9] or
sampling based algorithms e.g, RRT [10,11]. These approaches
are computationally intensive, thus alternative methods have
been sought. For instance, if the desired task is known, a colli-
sion free workspace can be directly used as a design parameter
for the robot’s structure [12], an efficient yet specific method.

To overcome this limitations, Reconfigurable Cable-
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Driven Parallel Robots (RCDPRs), have been proposed [13].
RCDPRs allow reconfiguration of the base attachment points
to alter the characteristics of the robot. Planning algorithms
can then be used to select the optimum configuration [14] for
a particular task. Yet, these systems require discrete manual re-
configuration and thereby limiting the system to known static
environments. Alternatively the attachment points can be at-
tached to mobile devices [3, 15] creating systems which can
be deployed or reconfigured easily and in an automatic fash-
ion. The addition of mobile bases introduces supplementary
constraints that must be considered in the formulation of the
robot’s wrench set [16] and requires novel tension distribution
algorithms [17]. Such RCDPRs would be capable of navigating
to the desired location [18, 19] and deploying a suitable robot
on-demand for a specific task.

While, adding a high level of flexibility, RCDPRs still strug-
gle to perform in a cluttered workspace due to cable colli-
sions, for instance loading and unloading containers. To ad-
dress this issue, a novel robot is proposed in [20] composed of
a suspended CDPR, a composite mobile platform and a dock-
ing mechanism. The proposed system is designed to move
above a cluttered environment and when latched deploys a
sub-mechanism, which can descend between the obstacles.
Collisions are avoided as the cables are routed through the
docked system. The docking mechanism consists of two parts
a fixed beam at the top of the workspace and a latching mech-
anism. This mechanism, inspired by a retractable pen [21],
converts a vertical translational into incremental rotations, en-
abling by a unidirectional force to dock and undock the robot.
This system is complex and requires particular infrastructure
in the workspace. Inspired by this work in this paper, we build
on the idea of sub-mechanisms and present a new concept of
multiple moving-platforms CDPR. Each platform is connected
to its independent cables. Rather than a docking system, we
propose a sub-mechanism that can be deployed by appropri-
ate tension distribution and surface contact, thus eliminating
the complex latching mechanism and broadening the applica-
bility of the system. The proposed system combines the ad-
vatages of a CDPR with the flexibility of a standard crane sys-
tem.

In this article, only two platforms are considered denoted
as platform 1 (P1) and platform 2 (P2) as illustrated in Fig. 2.
An ongoing development of a dual-platform CDPR using the
CRAFT prototype is shown in Fig. 1. This paper deals with the
determination of the Available Wrench Set (AWS) required to
trace the workspace for planar CDPRs with dual point-mass
end-effector. Figure 2 illustrates a Planar CDPR (PCDPR) with
q = 4 cables and n = 2 DoF dual moving-platforms. This pa-
per is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the parame-
terization of the robot. Section 3 deals with the Static Equi-
librium (SE) conditions of the robot using Free Body Dia-
gram (FBD). Section 4 discusses the nature of AWS by consid-

P1

P2

(a) first mode of operation

P1

P2

(b) second mode of operation

P1

P2

(c) third mode of operation

FIGURE 1: Ongoing developments of a dual-platform mech-
anism using the CRAFT prototype located at LS2N, Nantes,
France.
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FIGURE 2: Dual-platform CDPR supported by q1 = 3 and
q2 = 3 number of cables in three different operation modes (a)
stowed (b) during docking (c) deployed

ering the SE of the platforms for each mode of operation. Sec-
tion 5 discusses how to trace the workspace using the capacity
margin index. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work
is presented in Section VI.

2 Robot Parameterization
The robot in Fig. 2a is named as dockbot. Dockbot is de-

signed to have three modes of operation, two motion modes
and one transitory static mode:

1. The first mode of operation occurs when both the plat-
forms are in contact and are static relative to each other,
yet free to move as one body within the workspace. The
purpose of first mode of operation is to facilitate the ma-
neuvering of the platforms in a cluttered environment and
to precisely position them for attachment to the ceiling, as
illustrated in the in Fig. 2a.

2. After the first mode of operation is completed, the second
mode is initiated in which the platforms are static and in
contact with each other, as well as docked against the ceil-
ing. This mode, as depicted in Figure 2b, is specifically de-
signed to maintain the docked position of the platforms
and ensure they remain in place. It commences immedi-
ately after the first mode is finished.

3. The third mode of operation occurs when the platform P1

is docked against the ceiling while platform P2 is free to
move in a sub-workspace, actuated by the cables only at-
tached to platform P2. This mode, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2c, is specifically designed to enable platform P2 to
descend between obstacles and perform the desired task,
e.g., pick and place operation [20], while keeping platform
P1 securely docked to the ceiling. This mode ensures that
the desired configuration of P1 is maintained, while al-
lowing for efficient descend of P2 for the desired applica-
tion.

Let us denote the j th moving-platform as P j , j = 1,2. The
i th cable supporting P j is named as Ci j , i = 1, . . . , q j , j = 1,2,
where q j denotes the number of cables connected by P j . The
total number of cables, denoted by q , is equal to

q =

2
∑

j=1
q j . (1)

Let ui j be the unit vector of Ci j pointing from the moving-
platform anchor point Bi j to the cable exit point Ai j . Let ti j be
the cable tension vector along ui j , expressed as

ti j = ti j ui j (2)

where ti j is the tension in the i th cable attached to P j .
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FIGURE 3: FBD of a dual moving-platform CDPR with q1 = 2
and q2 = 2 for the three operation modes.

3 Robot Modeling and Static Equilibrium

3.1 First Operation Mode
In the first operation mode, the two moving-platforms

are in contact with no relative motion. From the FBD of
both masses in Fig. 3a, the static equilibrium of the moving-
platforms can be expressed as:

W1t1 +W2t2 + (m1 +m2)g= 02, (3)

where,

W1 =
[

u11 u21 . . . uq11
]

, W2 =
[

u12 u22 . . . uq22
]

, (4)

t1 =













t11

t21
...

tq11













, t2 =













t12

t22
...

tq22













(5)

g = [0, −g ]T , where g = 9.81 m/s2. ui j is the unit vector as-
sociated with Ci j pointing from the j th point mass moving-
platform to the cable exit point. From the FBD of P2 in Fig. 3b,
static equilibrium of P2 is expressed as:

W2t2 +m2g+ f1→2 = 02. (6)

where f1→2 represents the reaction force applied by P1 on P2,
can be expressed as:

f1→2 =−W2t2 −m2g. (7)

Equation (3) shows the SE of a CDPR [1, 22] that only con-
siders a single and point-mass moving-platform, i.e., P1 and
P2 joined together as a single body. It is the linear map-
ping from the q1 + q2-dimensional cable tension space to a n-
dimension wrench space. Equation (3) can also be expressed
in the compact form as:

Wt+we = 02, (8)

where W is a n × (q1 + q2)-dimensional matrix, t is (q1 + q2)-
dimensional column vector and we is a n-dimensional col-
umn vector denoting the external wrench applied to the end-
effector, expressed as:

W =
[

W1 W2
]

, t =

[

t1

t2

]

, we = (m1 +m2)g. (9)
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The wrenches f = [ fx fy ]T generated by the cables Ci j , i =

1, . . . , q j , j = 1,2, onto the moving-platform is expressed as:

f =
2

∑

j=1

q j
∑

i=1
ti j ui j = W1t1 +W2t2. (10)

f is the n−dimensional vector denoting the force generated by
the cables on a dual-platform CDPR.

In the first operation mode, the two moving-platforms
must remain in contact with no relative motion. The con-
strained can be modeled using the aforementioned reaction
forces satisfying the non-sliding conditions defined by a fric-
tion cone [23, 24]. Thus, the non-sliding conditions expressed
in the form of a friction cone are defined as:

|iT f1→2| ≤ −µ jT f1→2, (11)

where µ denotes the friction coefficient between the two bod-
ies. The negative sign in the above equation is due the fact
that P1 must push P2 downward as shown in Fig. 3a in op-
eration mode 1. Equation (11) expressed dual constraints that
can be written as:

iT f1→2 ≤ −µ jT f1→2, (12a)

−iT f1→2 ≤ −µ jT f1→2. (12b)

where i and j denotes the unit vector along x and y axes, re-
spectively.

3.2 Second Operation Mode
In the second operation mode depicted in Fig. 2b, both

the moving-platforms must remain in contact and static rel-
ative to each other. In addition, the moving-platform P1 must
also remain in contact with the ceiling. Thus in addition to
the non-sliding conditions between the two moving-platforms
expressed in Eq. (12), the non-sliding conditions between P1

and the ceiling needs to be respected as well.
From the FBD in Fig. 3c, the static equilibrium of P2 re-

mains the same as expressed in Eq. (6) while the static equilib-
rium of P1 is expressed as,

W1t1 +W2t2 + (m1 +m2)g+ fo2
c→1 = 02, (13)

where fo2
c→1 represents the reaction forces applied by the ceiling

on P1 during the second mode of operation. Using Eq. (9),
fo2
c→1 can be expressed as:

fo2
c→1 =−Wt−we . (14)

The non-sliding conditions between P1 and the ceiling intro-
duces the limit on the reaction force fo2

c→1, expressed as:

iT fo2
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo2

c→1. (15a)

−iT fo2
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo2

c→1, (15b)

3.3 Third Operation Mode

During the third mode of operation, the two platforms op-
erate independently without any interaction between them,
resulting in the generation of separate wrenches. Let f j be
the wrenches generated by the cables Ci j , i = 1, . . . , q j onto the
j th moving-platform. In the third operation mode depicted in
Fig. 2c, the moving-platform P1 must remain in contact only
with the ceiling. From the FBDs in Figs. 3d and 3e, the static
equilibrium of P1 and P2 can be expressed as:

W1t1 +m1g+ fo3
c→1 = 02, (16a)

W2t2 +m2g = 02. (16b)

where,

W1t1 = f1, W2t2 = f2. (17)

From Eq. (16a), the reaction force fo3
c→1 between the ceiling and

P1 is expressed as:

fo3
c→1 =−W1t1 −m1g (18)

It can be observed that compared to fo2
c→1, fo3

c→1 only de-
pends on the forces generated by the cables Ci1 onto the plat-
form P1. Similar to Eq. (15), the non-sliding conditions be-
tween P1 and the ceiling in the third mode of operation are
expressed as:

iT fo3
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo3

c→1, (19a)

−iT fo3
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo3

c→1. (19b)
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3.4 Cable tensions limits

Regardless of any operation mode of the CDPR, the con-
straints related to the lower and upper bounds on the cable
tensions must be respected. The cable tension ti j associ-
ated with the i th cable supporting the j th moving-platform
is bounded between a minimum tension t i j and a maximum

tension t i j :

t i j ≤ ti j ≤ t i j , (20)

where ti j is the i th cable tension connected to the j th
body P j .

4 Available Wrench Set
In this section the nature of the AWS for a dual-platform

CDPR is analyzed. It should be noted that the AWS of a clas-
sical CDPR depends uniquely on its platform pose and cable
tension limits. In contrast, the additional conditions must be
considered in the definition of the AWS for the dual-platform
CDPR. Moreover, each mode of operation has different AWS
depending on the additional constraints. Let A1 and A2 be the
AWS associated with the first and second modes of operation,
expressed as:

A1 =























f ∈R
2 | f =

2
∑

j=1

q j
∑

i=1
ti j ui j , t i j ≤ ti j ≤ t i j ,

iT f1→2 ≤ −µ jT f1→2, −iT f1→2 ≤ −µ jT f1→2,

i = 1, . . . , q j , j = 1,2.

(21)

A2 =



































f ∈R
2 | f =

2
∑

j=1

q j
∑

i=1
ti j ui j , t i j ≤ ti j ≤ t i j ,

iT f1→2 ≤ −µ jT f1→2, −iT f1→2 ≤ −µ jT f1→2,

iT fo2
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo2

c→1, −iT fo2
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo2

c→1,

i = 1, . . . , q j , j = 1,2.

(22)

In the third mode of operation, as the platforms operate in-
dependently, each platform has its own independent AWS. Let
A3 j be the AWS associated with the j th platform in the third
mode of operation, expressed as:

A31 =























f1 ∈R
2 | f1 =

q1
∑

i=1
ti1ui1, t i1 ≤ ti1 ≤ t i1 ,

iT fo3
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo3

c→1, −iT fo3
c→1 ≤ −µ jT fo3

c→1,

i = 1, . . . , q1,

(23)

t 11 t 11
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t 21
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v21 v31

v41

t 12 t 12

t 22

t 22

v12

v22 v32

v42

FIGURE 4: CTS formed by cables Ci1 (left) and Ci2 (right) in
the first mode of operation

A32 =

{

f2 ∈R
2 | f2 =

q2
∑

i=1
ti2u

op3
i2 , t i2 ≤ ti2 ≤ t i2 , i = 1, . . . , q2.

(24)
Note that u

op3
i2 differs from to ui2 as shown in Fig. 3d.

4.1 Hyperplane Shifting Method for dual-platform CD-

PRs
By considering only the classical cable tension limits (t i j

and t i j ), the shape of the AWS takes the form of a zono-
tope [25]. However, when considering additional non-sliding
conditions, the shape of the AWS becomes a convex polytope,
as previously demonstrated in [16]. To define the AWS in our
case, the Hyperplane Shifting Method (HFM) is used, which
defines a convex polytope as the intersection of the half-spaces
bounded by its hyperplanes. This approach is similar to that
used in [16], however the constraints are different and must
be defined analytically. This AWS is bounded by hyperplanes
obtained from the cable tension limits associated to the four
cables attached to the point mass moving-platforms, and by
the hyperplanes corresponding to the non-sliding conditions
derived and explained hereafter.

4.1.1 Hyperplanes associated with the cable ten-
sion limits For classical CDPRs with given cable tension
limits, ∆ti j = t i j − t i j is a constant, AWS is a zonotope formed
by the set of vectors αi j ∆ti j ui j , where 0 ≤ αi j ≤ 1 [25, 26].
The shape of the zonotope depends on the cable unit vectors
ui j as well as the difference between the minimum and maxi-
mum cable tension limits ∆ti j . It is noteworthy that ∆ti j is no
longer a constant for dual-platform CDPRs. The property of a
zonotope having parallel facets still holds as the orientation of
the hyperplanes is given by the cable unit vectors. However,
the position of the hyperplanes is modified, forming a convex
polytope with parallel facets rather than a zonotope. The hy-
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FIGURE 5: CTS formed by cables Ci1 (left) and Ci2 (right) in
the second mode of operation
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FIGURE 6: CTS formed by cables Ci1 (left) and Ci2 (right) in
the third mode of operation

perplanes associated with the cable tension limits in the pres-
ence of additional constraints has been well studied in [27].

The aforementioned hyperplanes can generally be ob-
tained using the Cable Tension Space (CTS) of a CDPR. How-
ever, in case of a dual-platform CDPR, for each operation
mode, CTS is formed by the vertices, denoted as vk j , k =

1, . . . , v j , j = 1,2. v j denotes the number of vertices for the CTS
formed by the cables Ci j , i = 1, . . . , q j . The complete CTS for a
dual-platform CDPR is obtained by taking the Cartesian prod-
uct between the vertices vk1, k = 1, . . . , v1 and vk2, k = 1, . . . , v2.
Figure 4, 5 and 6 depicts the CTS for the three operation modes
for the robot poses shown in Fig 2, respectively.

In the case of a point mass moving-platform, each cable
forms a pair of parallel hyperplanes. Each pair is defined by a
vector that is orthogonal to its facets, and the shifted distance
from the origin that is determined by the projection of the Ca-
ble Tension Space (CTS) vertices onto the orthogonal vector.
In a case study with q1 = q2 = 2, there will be a total of eight
hyperplanes associated with the cable tension limits. For the
additional constraints, each non-sliding condition generates a
single hyperplane in the wrench space.

4.1.2 Hyperplanes associated with the First Op-

eration Mode In order to define the hyperplane associ-
ated with the non-sliding conditions, the aforementioned con-
straints must be expressed into the wrench space. For the first
operation mode, Eqs. (12) are to be expressed in the wrench
space of a dual-platform CDPR. Substituting Eq. (7) into the
Eq. (12a) yields:

iT (−W2t2 −m2g) ≤ −µ jT (−W2t2 −m2g). (25)

As iT m2g = 0,

[

−iT −µ jT
]

W2t2 ≤ µ jT m2g. (26)

In order to map Eq. 26 into the wrench space, we introduce t1

in addition to t2. Adding [−iT −µ jT ]W1t1 in the above equation
yields:

[

−iT −µ jT
]

(W1t1+W2t2) ≤ µ jT m2g+
[

−iT −µ jT
]

W1t1. (27)

Using Eq. (10), the above equation can be expressed in the
form :

e−op1
T f ≤ d−

op1 (28)

where e−op1 is an n-dimensional unit vector defining the facet
of the hyperplane and d−

op1 denotes the shifted distance of the
hyperplane from the origin along e−op1, expressed as:

e−op1 =

[

−iT −µ jT
]T

‖−iT −µ jT ‖
, (29a)

d−
op1 =

µ jT m2g+ (−iT −µ jT ) max

(

q1
∑

i=1
ui1vk1, k = 1, . . . , v1

)

‖−iT −µ jT ‖

(29b)
Equation (28) expresses the non-sliding condition in Eq. (12a)
into the wrench space. Similarly, the non-sliding condition in
Eq. (12b) can be expressed in the wrench space as:

e+op1
T

f ≤ d+
op1 (30)

where e+op1 is also an n-dimensional unit vector and d+
op1 de-

notes the shifted distance of the hyperplane from the origin of
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the wrench space along e+op1, expressed as:

e+op1 =

[

iT −µ jT
]T

‖iT −µ jT ‖
, (31a)

d+
op1 =

µ jT m2g+ (iT −µ jT ) max

(

q1
∑

i=1
ui1vk1, k = 1, . . . , v1

)

‖iT −µ jT ‖

(31b)
Equations (28) and (30) are the two additional hyperplanes
that form the AWS of a dual-platform CDPR in the first oper-
ation mode.

4.1.3 Hyperplanes associated with the Second

Operation Mode As described in Sec. 3.2, the second oper-
ation mode is under the influence of two types of non-sliding
constraints (Eq.(12) and Eq. (15)). Equation (12) remains the
same in the wrench space as expressed by Eqs. (28) and (30).
However, in the second mode of operation, we also need to
express the constraints in Eq. (15) into the wrench space of a
dual-platform CDPR. Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (15a) yields:

iT (−Wt− (m1 +m2) g) ≤ −µ jT (−Wt− (m1 +m2) g). (32)

As the term iT (m1 + m2)g = 0, substituting Eq.(10) into the
Eq.(32) yields:

[

−iT −µ jT
]

f ≤ µ jT (m1 +m2)g (33)

Equation.(33) represents the non-sliding condition in Eq. (15a)
into the wrench space. Similarly, Eq.(15b) can also be repre-
sented into the wrench space. Both the latter constraints can
be written in the form:

e−op2
T f ≤ d−

op2 , e+op2
T

f ≤ d+
op2. (34)

where e−op2 (e+op2, resp.) is an n-dimensional unit vector and

d−
op2 (d+

op2, resp.) denotes the shifted distance of the hyper-

plane from the origin of the wrench space along e−op2 (e+op2,
resp.), expressed as:

e−op2 =

[

−iT −µ jT
]T

‖
[

−iT −µ jT
]T

‖

, d−
op2 =

µ jT (m1 +m2) g

‖
[

−iT −µ jT
]T

‖

(35)

e+op2 =

[

iT −µ jT
]T

‖
[

iT −µ jT
]T

‖

, d+
op2 =

µ jT (m1 +m2) g

‖
[

iT −µ jT
]T

‖

(36)

Equation (34) describes the two additional hyperplanes that,
together with the hyperplanes associated with the cable ten-
sion limits and the hyperplanes represented by Eq. (28)
and (30), form the AWS of a dual-platform CDPR for the sec-
ond operation mode.

4.1.4 Hyperplanes associated with the Third Op-

eration Mode In the third mode of operation, the only non-
sliding condition is associated between the ceiling and P1 ex-
pressed by Eqs. (19) and thus, are required to be expressed into
the wrench space f1 of the platform P1. Substituting Eq. (18)
into the Eq. (19a) yields:

iT (−W1t1 −m1g) ≤ −µ jT (−W1t1 −m1g). (37)

Note that iT m j g = 0. Substituting Eq.(17) in the Eq.(37) yields:

[

−iT −µ jT
]

f1 ≤ µ jT m1g. (38)

Equation (38) represents the non-sliding condition in Eq. (19a)
into the wrench space. Similarly, Eq.(19b) can also be repre-
sented into the wrench space. Both the latter constraints can
be written in the form:

e−op3
T f ≤ d−

op3, e+op3
T

f ≤ d+
op3 , (39)

where e−op3 (e+op3, resp.) is an n-dimensional unit vector and

d−
op3 (d+

op3 , resp.) denotes the shifted distance of the hyper-

plane from the origin of the wrench space along e−op3 (e+op3,
resp.), expressed as:

e−op3 =

[

−iT −µ jT
]T

‖
[

−iT −µ jT
]T

‖

, d−
op3 =

µ jT m1g

‖
[

−iT −µ jT
]T

‖

(40)

e+op3 =

[

iT −µ jT
]T

‖
[

iT −µ jT
]T

‖

, d+
op3 =

µ jT m1g

‖
[

iT −µ jT
]T

‖

(41)

Equation (39) outlines the two additional hyperplanes that,
in combination with the hyperplanes related to cable tension
constraints, form the AWS for the third operation mode of a
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FIGURE 7: AWS of a dual-platform CDPR for each mode of op-
eration in Fig. 2 for µ= 0.5

dual-platform CDPR. Figure 7 illustrates the AWS for each op-
eration mode depicted in Fig.2 with m1 = 2kg and m2 = 4kg.
The AWS of the classical CDPR, without any supplementary

constraints, is displayed in red, while the AWS incorporating
the additional non-sliding constraints is depicted in green. It
can be seen that the additional non-sliding conditions signifi-
cantly limit the robot’s wrench capabilities. In Fig.7a, the mini-
mum possible wrench that can be generated by the cables onto
the moving-platform is equal to the weight of P2, as com-
pelled by the right-hand side of the constraint in Eq.11. Sim-
ilar phenomena can be observed in the second(Fig.7b) and
third(Fig. 7c) operation modes. These results indicate that the
platforms may lose contact if the wrenches generated by the
cables fall below certain thresholds defined by the weights of
the moving-platforms.

5 Workspace Analysis

An important design consideration that requires inves-
tigation is the wrench feasible workspace (WFW), which is
particularly relevant to the first mode of operation. It is im-
perative to identify a workspace that is capable of keeping
both platforms in contact while ensuring that the required
wrenches can be sustained. Therefore, the WFW of the pla-
nar dual-platform CDPR is investigated in this section. It is
defined as the set of moving-platform poses that are wrench-
feasible [28, 29]. A well known index used to compute the
wrench feasible set of poses is called Capacity Margin [30]. It is
a measure of the robustness of the equilibrium of the robot.
The static WFW of the platform under study is presented in
Fig. 8 for the first operation mode. The green region corre-
sponds to the area where both cable tension limits and non-
sliding constraints are satisfied. On the other hand, the red
area corresponds to the WFW of a classical CDPR that only
takes into account cable tension limits. It can be seen that
for the dual-platform CDPRs, the ability of the cables to apply
wrenches may be reduced due to the additional non-sliding
constraints. It has been observed that a convergence between
the green and red regions is highly unlikely, even if the friction
coefficient µ tends to infinity, as the weight of the platforms
will always impose limitations on the platform wrench capa-
bility.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a methodology to obtain the Wrench-
Feasible-Workspace for a composite Cable-Driven Parallel
Robots was introduced. Three operation modes of dual-
platform Cable-Driven Parallel Robots were defined. For each
operation mode, it was shown that the Available Wrench
Set depends on both the static equilibrium of the moving-
platforms and contact conditions. The proposed method was
validated in simulation. Future work will focus on an exten-
sion of this work to spatial mechanisms with surface contact
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(b) WFW with µ= 10

FIGURE 8: Wrench Feasible Workspace of the planar dual-
platform CDPR in the first mode of operation

conditions and experimental validations by using the proto-
type shown in Fig.1.
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